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Welcome to The Globe! The regular journal for the Friends of the Stockton 
& Darlington Railway.  
 

Dear Friends and supporters 

Time continues to zoom by, and Christmas is fast approaching.  I 

have only been back for a few weeks from my visit to the States 

on behalf of the Friends, and I hope you will enjoy reading my 

article about my attempts to build links with like-minded 

organisations in the States.  I was hoping to attend the Heritage 

Alliance conference at the Tower of London later this month and 

share my information there, but the election has meant this has 

had to be postponed.  Please do take a peek at my blog on the 

Friends’ web site – there are some lovely photos there. 

As we approach the season of goodwill it seems appropriate to thank Caroline once again for 

all the hard work that goes into putting together a journal as substantial and impressive as 

the Globe.  I felt really proud to tell people abroad such as curators at the Smithsonian about 

our 2015 conference and the primary research that is being undertaken by members of the 

Friends – it certainly added to my credibility, as did our new Friends’ brochure which I took 

with me and shared with people like the members of the board of the Lexington Group.  We 

are now being asked to contribute articles to their journals which shows what value is being 

put on the research that the Friends are doing – and it looks like we will be presenting a 

paper to the Lexington Groups’ next conference which will be taking place in Portland, Maine, 

in Fall 2020. 

So, thank you to all those people who have carried out research and published their findings 

in the Globe.  Thank you to everyone who has organised trips and events or contributed in a 

myriad of other ways, to making 2019 such as successful year for us as we look ahead to 

what 2020 may bring.      

Trish Pemberton, Chair, Friends of the Stockton and Darlington Railway 

 

The Friends of the S&DR. Who we are and what we do 

We are a registered charity and we: 

 act as an umbrella organisation for all those interested in our railway heritage 
 lobby and work with local authorities and government 
 push forward on survey, research and conservation of the line 
 raise the profile and awareness of our industrial heritage, locally, nationally and 
internationally 

 protect and care for the S&DR remains 
 explore the case for World Heritage Site status  
 support coordinated development of footpaths and interpretation to safely access the line 
 work with others on events for 2025, Bicentenary Year. 
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HOPE TOWN - THE WORLD'S FIRST RAILWAY VILLAGE? 

Brendan Boyle 

THE EARLY development of Alliance Street, or 'Hope Town', right next to the first 
steam hauled public railway and by a de facto railway company director, raises the 
question as to whether this small part of Darlington should be recognised as the 
world's first railway 'village', built for railway workers and their families. 

Up until now the main contenders for the title have been at Wolverton (now part of Milton 
Keynes) and Derby. But those areas were built long after Hope Town, the first residents 
moving in at Derby in 1841 and Wolverton in 1839.1  

In contrast, Darlington's Hope Town was in occupation by 1833. It was admittedly smaller 
than both of the others, consisting of little more than one street, and soon a pub:2 a map of 
1840 shows just 20 houses - a terrace of 12 on the west side of the street and one of eight 
on the east.3 But a sizeable population was squeezed into them thanks to large families, sub-
divisions and the taking-in of lodgers: the 1841 Census recorded no fewer than 198 residents 
- almost ten per dwelling. 

 

1840 map naming Hope Town (Dixon) 

How and Why Did Hope Town Arise? 

The small area that was to become Hope Town was shown on an 1829 plan of Darlington 
Township as an undeveloped triangle of land, immediately below the junction of the newly-
built Stockton and Darlington Railway line and its short Darlington branch.4 The 'book of 
reference' produced with the plan named the proprietor of the plot as a 'Mr Gabb'. He owned 
four other fields nearby and land at Staindrop Road, all apparently let to named farmers.  
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1829 map: plot 375 was yet to become Hope Town. The S&DR Darlington depot is bottom right 
(Reed) 

A conveyance of a 'piece or parcel of ground' from Edward Pease Jnr, son of the famous 
'Father of the Railways' Edward and a member of the S&DR's management committee, 
mentions 'Charles Edward Gabb Esquire' and the dates 14 & 15 August 1832 and this may 
have been when Pease acquired the land with a view to development. 

That conveyance, to Percival Tully and dated 16 April 1833, shows that Alliance Street was 
already well developed:  

'... All that piece or parcel of ground with the messuage and outbuildings lately erected and 
built by the said Percival Tully thereon containing by admeasurement seventy square yards 
or thereabouts … situate in a certain new street lately laid out and called or intended to be 
called Alliance Street … Bounded on or towards the north by a dwellinghouse and 
hereditaments belonging to Thomas Firth on or towards the south by a dwellinghouse and 
hereditaments belonging to Joseph Sedgewick'...5 
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1833 conveyance of land in Alliance Street to Percival Tully 

 

1833 Conveyance: seals and signatures 

A Voters List of 1833 also named no fewer than 13 people, including Tully, who were 
qualified to vote on the basis of owning a 'freehold house in Alliance Street'.6 
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(A Schedule of Deeds from circa 1920 gave the address of Tully's house as 14 Alliance 
Street.7 While it probably didn't have that number in 1833 it was clearly mid-terrace. The 
above conveyance also made clear it was on the west side of the street.) 

Tully's conveyance didn't name Hope Town but Alliance Street soon became known as that 
(by at least May 18358). It - and only it, not the wider area - was labelled as such on the map 
of 1840, and the 1841 Census recorded residents there as living in 'Hope Town' rather than 
Alliance Street. (The 1851 Census did the same.)  

Edward Pease junior obviously had reason to believe his proposed new 'village' would be a 
sound proposition. The population of Darlington was increasing rapidly following the 
establishment of the Stockton and Darlington Railway and its associated industries. But the 
area's remote location, well away from the built-up area of Darlington proper, would have 
made it a risky venture had he not known about the parallel development of an industrial 
business almost adjacent. 

This was a new iron foundry for the brothers William and Alfred 
Kitching, until then better known as ironmongers at Tubwell Row in the 
centre of Darlington. Construction started in 1831 just to the east of 
the-then Gabb's field, in the angle between the S&DR's main and 
branch lines: a prime location to benefit from the burgeoning railway 
engineering industry. William was a fellow member with Edward on the 
management committee of the Railway Company and both were 
Quakers. The foundry would have needed accommodation for its 

workers so William Kitching 
would surely have discussed 
with Edward junior how they 
might obtain mutual benefit. 

1855 5ft map showing wider area 
(Ordnance Survey). Hope Town 
is at the top left. 

Some writers have referred to 
this as the 'Hope Town 
Foundry' but research for 
Darlington Borough Council 
says it was known as 
'Kitchings Foundry'.9 The 1840 
map gives it no label at all, 
while an 1847 trade 
directory,10 and an 1855 
Ordnance Survey map11 both 
call it simply the 'Railway 
Foundry'.  

The Kitchings' early 
expectations were soon 
realised, as "within a few 
years ... [their] Foundry had in 

effect become the S&DR’s Darlington locomotive works".12  

Alfred Kitching (Whessoe Foundry Co. records, Durham County Record 
Office) 
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By odd coincidence, in 1835 the Railway Company's second locomotive - which carried the 
name of Hope - was taken to Kitchings to be rebuilt. It would be nice to report that Hope was 
built in or near Hope Town but it wasn't - it originated in 1825 in Newcastle, at the works of 
Robert Stephenson & Co. 

Who Actually Lived in Hope Town? 

So far as can be discerned from the faded record sheets of the 1841 Census, the 
occupations of the-then residents of Hope Town were something of a mix, but the wider 
railway industry (including engineering) appears to have predominated, as one would expect. 
Caution is needed, however, as the term 'railway' was not affixed by the enumerator to any of 
the Census responses, many of which were vague. For example, seven of the 31 male 
heads of household whose answers are legible (two others were not) described themselves 
simply as 'labourers'. Nine heads certainly worked for the railways (including four engine 
men/fitters/smiths, two plate layers, a coach builder and probably Percival Tully) and 14 
others probably did (including the labourers and four other smiths). Of the remainder there 
were four farm workers, a tailor, a shoemaker, a flax worker and a flour dealer.  

Apart from Tully and the tailor, the residents were distinctly working class. These two men 
ran the only households to employ a servant, a common indicator of middle-ranking 
households at that time. 

 

1841 Census extract recording the Tullys in Hope Town 

The 1851 Census is easier to analyse. By this time the overcrowding had lessened and 138 
residents were recorded in what had grown to 27 dwellings (with three subdivided to 
accommodate a total of 30 households). Of the 26 male heads of household, 14 were 
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definitely employed in the railway industry (engine wright, three engine men/drivers, 
signalman, a 'servant on the railway', gate-keeper, railway store keeper, two stokers, coach 
body maker, guard, railway labourer and a plate layer), a further six probably were (three 
smiths/blacksmiths, a sawyer, labourer and joiner) and only six definitely not: four farm 
workers - illustrating the still rural character of the area - a bootmaker and a wool comber. 
Additionally, some older sons and lodgers were railway workers. 

Only nine of the 1841 Census households were still present in the 1851 enumeration. This 
suggests that many of the Hope Town properties were rented rather than owned. That is 
supported by the 1833 Voters List: of the 13 people registered to vote on the basis of owning 
a house in Alliance Street four lived outside the town and only two, Percival Tully and a 
James Banks, were resident at the Census just eight years later.  

There is a strong suggestion from the layout of the 1841 Census record sheet* that, although 
Tully undoubtedly bought a mid-terrace house in 1833, by 1841 - when he and his wife had 
four children rather than the single infant of 1833, and could afford a live-in servant - they 
actually occupied the largest house in the street, at the top end of the west side, overlooking 
the railway, and within sight of the weigh house where he had long been employed. That 
weigh house - on the main railway line west of its junction with the Darlington branch13 - can 
be seen on the 1840 map but the 1855 Ordnance Survey shows it more clearly.  

(*The Tully household was the first listed in Hope Town rather than one of the middle 
records.) 

That same corner house - once again recorded first on the Census sheet, now as '1 Hope 
Town' - was almost certainly the one occupied in 1851 by a 39-year old William Lister, who 
described himself rather humbly as an 'engine wright'. He was living with his wife, three 
children and two female servants.14 

 

1851 Census extract recording the Listers in Hope Town 
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The Hope Town Foundry 

William's father, also called William, was a whitesmith in Tubwell Row before setting up an 
iron foundry in Northgate. He will have witnessed with interest the success of the Kitchings in 
railway engineering and followed the brothers' lead in developing an ambitious new foundry 
alongside the S&DR line. In his case during the 1840s, and his choice of location was 
immediately next to Hope Town, to its north-west. It was this which took the name the 'Hope 
Town Foundry'.15 

William senior ('eminent iron-founder and engine builder') died in 1850,16 so by the time of his 
entry in the 1851 Census William junior - the first born son - would have been not simply an 
'engine wright' but the head of the Hope Town Foundry next door.17 

At the same time as Listers' foundry was getting underway the Railway Company was 
focusing more of its operations nearby: its goods agent's office was built in 1840 (next to the 
goods station of 1833), its new station opened in 1842, and a carriage works followed in 
1853. All can be seen on the 1855 OS map, along with the Hope Town Foundry and the 
adjacent housing, the latter two jointly labelled Hope Town.  

Even with this industrial development, the 1855 map shows that two decades after its 
founding Hope Town was sufficiently remote from the rest of the built-up area of Darlington to 
be regarded as a separate 'village'.  

Why the Name 'Hope Town'? 

The name is not unique to Darlington but doesn't seem to have existed here before the 
coming of Alliance Street. When used elsewhere it often relates to a prominent local person 
with the surname 'Hope' (e.g. Hopetoun/Hopetown in Scotland, named after the noble Hope 
family). But there is no evidence of that here. 

Given the timing of the development, and the family that promoted it, the most plausible 
explanation seems to be that it conveyed Quaker hopes for social and political progress 
following the passing of the Great Reform Act of 1832 which widened the electoral franchise 
of the country and - most notably locally - facilitated the election to Parliament of the first ever 
Quaker MP, Edward junior's brother Joseph Pease. 

But why then formally call the street 'Alliance'? Did it commemorate some parliamentary 
alliance that finally achieved this reform after many years of trying? Do please send your 
theory to our Globe editor! 

What Happened Next 

The Kitchings' foundry business ultimately fared the better of the two families' and expanded 
from its eventually-congested site across to Listers', becoming known as 'Kitching's High 
Works', later to become the Whessoe Foundry and finally the Whessoe Engineering Co.  

The rows of terraced streets, such as Surtees and Farrer streets, opposite the S&DR's 
carriage works on the west side of what became Hope Town Lane - and which many people 
think of today as Hopetown [sic] - only appeared after 1870. It was only then that the housing 
of the original Hope Town became contiguous with Darlington proper. 

Just the name remains intact in Alliance Street today - none of the original buildings have 
survived redevelopment.18 The mid-terrace house that Percival Tully owned passed through 
a number of private hands before it was acquired in 1898 by the directors of the Whessoe 
company.19 It was used as the caretaker's house for the first Hopetown & Whessoe Working 
Men's Club.20  
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But the triangular field developed by Edward Pease junior can still be glimpsed in the modern 
traffic gyratory of Alliance Street - Otley Terrace - Ann's Terrace, albeit with a curving change 
of alignment in Alliance Street. Only the modern version of the Club retains the original line of 
the street. 

 

Hope Town today: only the Club (left) retains the original line of Alliance Street 

Postscript  

Darlington's Hope Town railway village - surely the world's first? - is sadly long gone. But to 
see a marvellously-preserved slightly-later example visit Derby's Railway Terrace, just a few 
steps from that city's station. 

(Author's Footnote: I owe many thanks to our Globe editor Caroline for helping sharpen up 
this article. And she raises a very good point about New Shildon, where the early S&DR built 
houses for workmen: “New Shildon started growing in 1825 and was still pretty villagey by 
the 1830-40s … Do we have New Shildon as the first railway settlement, Hope Town the first 
railway village and Middlesbrough the first planned railway town - all of which are earlier than 
Wolverton and Derby?” Perhaps somebody can tell us all about the early development of 
New Shildon (starting with an engine shed and five houses, one of which was for the 
manager Timothy Hackworth, in the next edition of The Globe?) 

Notes 

1. https://www.derby.gov.uk/media/derbycitycouncil/contentassets/documents/conservationareas/DerbyCityCouncil-Railway-
ConservationArea-Masterplan.pdf. 
http://www.rail.co.uk/rail-news/wolverton-the-lost-railway-may-host-chinese-railway-corporation. 

2. The New Inn was around the corner from Alliance Street in what became Otley Terrace. It was trading by at least 1836 
(York Herald, 30 Jan 1836). It was later renamed the Railway Hotel. 

3. Plan of the Town of Darlington, in the County of Durham, 1840, Thomas Dixon, Land Surveyor, Darlington. National 
Archives (NA) RAIL1037/483. 

4. Plan of the Township of Darlington in the County of Durham, Anthony Reed, Surveyor, Bishop Middleham, 1829. 
Commissioned for valuation purposes by the Visitors and Overseers of the Poor of the Township. 

5. See the article (below p11) for more details of Percival Tully and his time in Hope Town. 

6. 1833 Voters List for Darlington, Transcript, Cleveland Family History Society, 2000. Darlington Library. 
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7. Schedule of Deeds and Documents relating to Whessoe Foundry and adjoining properties belonging to The Whessoe 
Foundry Company Limited. Durham County Record Office (DCRO), D/Whes 3/30. Apparently drawn up c.1920. 

8. A Wm. Richardson “of Hopetown, in the parish of Darlington” was mentioned in a newspaper. Durham County Advertiser 
(DCA), 22 May 1835. 

9. The Early Railway Buildings at North Road, Darlington Borough Council, 2006. 

10. White Francis & Co: General Directory of Newcastle upon Tyne [etc] ... 1847. 

11. Darlington, Ordnance Survey Five Feet to One Statute Mile (1:1056), 1855 (published 1856). 

12. The Early Railway Buildings at North Road. 

13. Not to be confused with a smaller weigh point in the Darlington depot, used for weighing the incoming and outgoing carts 
of coal merchants, etc. 

14. This William had experienced tragedy in his first marriage, when he first lived in Hope Town as a whitesmith. His wife 
and two young children, respectively three years and about five months old, were run over and killed on the Darlington 
branch by loaded waggons while returning from market in January 1836. The inquest was held at the New Inn. He remarried 
in 1842 and it was the second family that was recorded in 1851. (York Herald, 30 Jan & Bradford Observer, 4 Feb, 1836.) 

15. The site appears to have been offered for sale by the S&DR as early as 1835: 
'SEVERAL LOTS OF BUILDING GROUND, situate at Hopetown, Darlington, and adjoining the Stockton and Darlington 
Railway, with which the purchaser will have the privilege of communicating by Sidings or Branches. The Lots are in all 
respects very advantageously situated for trade, in The Township of Cockerton, where the poor rates are very moderate, 
and Steam Engine and Iron Founderies [sic] are already established. Applications to purchase to be made to Mr Otley, Land 
Surveyor, Darlington. Darlington, 25th May 1835.' (Durham Chronicle, 29 May 1835) 

16. DCA, 28 June 1850.  

17. William junior's younger brother James lived, if anything, even closer to the family foundry by 1851, around the corner 
from William in a short new street called Foundry Street which ran east-west into the works from next to the railway. It is 
shown but not labelled on the 1855 Ordnance Survey. James (37) described himself in the 1851 Census as an 'iron 
founder'. Remarkably, he was married to Percival Tully's niece (the daughter of his elder brother John Collingwood Tully) 
Mary Emma. They had wed in 1844. As her family was based in south Tyneside it seems likely the couple met through 
Percival, presumably when she had been visiting his family in Hope Town. 

18. The intriguing stone building that can be seen on the east side of the street only dates from 1909. It was the stable block 
for the rebuilt Railway Hotel. 

19. Schedule of Deeds, D/Whes 3/30. 

20. Copy of abstract of title to 14 Alliance Street, Darlington; agreement for use of premises as caretaker's house by trustees 
of Hopetown & Whessoe Working Men's Club & Institute; and memorandum on relationship between Whessoe Foundry Co. 
and Club, 31 March 1919 - 11 July 1951. DCRO, D/Whes 3/38. 

 
FROM THE ARCHIVES 1 
“The bearer Timothy Hackworth is an Ingenious, Honest, Industrious man, has served us 
faithfully for eleven years last past. He is sensible, and truly respected in the sphere in which 
in providence he is placed; and we have no doubt he will acquit himself creditably in any 
situation to which he may be appointed.- I am, for the owners of Walbottle Colliery, Wm 
Potter, Walbottle Colliery, & self (?) 3rd Feby 1825. (RAIL 667/1158/2). 

 
FROM THE ARCHIVES 2 

“My Dear Sir 

This will be handed to you by a French Engineer who is visiting this country to examine our 
Railways and machinery you will oblige me by showing him your concern – in haste  

Yours very sincerely, Rob Stephenson Liverpool Oct 23rd 1828” (Search Engine HACK 
1/1/13) 
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PERCIVAL TULLY: NOT SIMPLY A LIFE OF TOLL    

Brendan Boyle 
 
THIS IS THE STORY of a man who worked on the Stockton and Darlington Railway 
during its first decade and a half of operation. He was not an investor, an engineer or a 
bridge-designer, but nor was he one of the labouring masses. 
 
Percival Tully was his name, and his story may shed light on history from a fresh direction: a 
human tale of the railway, and its impact on people's lives. 
 
Unusually for those days, Percival - evidently educated, a good administrator and trustworthy 
- was kept on by the S&DR Company for year after year and his name popped up at some 
significant times. But, as they say in cheap novels, then something happened, and his life 
completely changed... 
 
The Early Years 
 
Percival Tully came from a country background and like thousands, and ultimately millions, of 
others in 19th-century Britain was attracted by the opportunities in the rapidly-developing 
urban-industrial areas. Stockton and Darlington were two of those, their populations each 
doubling between 1821 and 1841.1 
 
His paternal grandfather owned farmland at Whickham, near Gateshead,2 and by the time of 
Percival's birth in 1794 his father, Bartholomew, was himself farming, in the village of 
Kibblesworth on the lower west slope of the Team valley, near Birtley. In his case on land 
rented from the executors of Sir Henry George Liddell of nearby Ravensworth Castle.3 
 
Percival was the fourth and youngest child of Bartholomew and his wife Ann (nee 
Collingwood), a native of Northumberland. Bartholomew was clearly a respected figure in the 
area as a member of the local farmers' association.4 In 1803, during the Napoleonic wars 
when there was a real threat of a French invasion along the east coast of England, he - 
'Bartholomew Tully, Gent.' - was appointed by the War Office to be a Lieutenant in the 
voluntary Loyal Usworth Legion.5 Percival's elder brother - John Collingwood Tully - was later 
appointed Ensign.6 
 
The family lived in Kibblesworth until at least 18077 so Percival will have spent the first 13 or 
more years of his childhood there. Although rural in itself, a couple of miles up the hill behind 
the village, and easily reached by an adventurous youngster, was a network of wooden 
waggonways that served numerous small collieries around Tanfield and South Moors. 
Powered by gravity and horses, these precursors of the 'iron road' railways had carried coals 
since the 17th century the eight or nine miles north down to the Tyne. From 1725, the upper 
parts of the lines had been channelled - some across the purpose-built Causey Arch - into 
the carefully-engineered Tanfield Waggonway, near Marley Hill. This led in a more direct, 
efficient and profitable way to the river at Dunston Staiths. Young Percival Tully would 
certainly have seen this in operation. Part of the Waggonway line remains in active use today 
as the lovingly-curated Tanfield Railway, albeit now with steam engines running on iron rails. 
 
By the mid-1810s John Collingwood Tully was the owner of a 'paint, colour, and mustard' 
manufacturing company in south Tyneside8 and by 1818 Percival had also gone into 
business, running a corn mill. Urpeth (or Kibblesworth) Mill was one of a number that utilised 
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the force of the young river Team. It would have employed several men but we know of 
Tully's presence and position there because of the sudden death of one of them, on the 
Gateshead turnpike, who was described in newspaper reports as a servant of his. 
 
The man, a George Milburn, was a waggoner, found "warm, but quite dead, his face bloody, 
and his neck dislocated" by no less a traveller than "the Earl of Morton, his lady, and suite, in 
two carriages" who were "proceeding for Durham, on the way to attend her Majesty's 
funeral".9 'Her Majesty' was Queen Charlotte, the wife of 'mad king' George III. She had died 
on 17 November and was buried at Windsor Castle on 2 December. Milburn's body was 
found on 23 November. Durham would have been a staging point for the Earl, the Queen's 
Chamberlain, on the long journey from his family seat near Edinburgh. A Coroner's jury 
recorded a verdict on Milburn of 'Died by the visitation of God'. 
 
And So to the Railway 
  
The next public mention of Percival Tully was his most famous, in late 1825, when he was 
working as a clerk for the Stockton and Darlington Railway Company at their Cottage Row, 
Stockton terminus. In the Company's much-reproduced poster/handbill for the Experiment 
passenger coach, dating probably from November of that year (and now invariably dubbed 
'the world's first railway timetable'), it was announced that: 
 
 "Mr. TULLY at Stockton, will for the present receive any Parcels and Book Passengers".10 
 
When the operator Richard Pickersgill took over the Stockton coach bookings in April 1826 
Percival was removed by the S&DR to "the Weigh house now ready" next to their coal depot 
at St John's Crossing on Bridge Road. 
 
The Stockton weigh house, which still stands (often referred to erroneously as a booking or 
ticket office), was one of three built by the Company, the others being at Darlington and 
Thickley Spout, near today's Shildon Locomotion museum.11 Loosely modelled on the toll 
houses of the turnpike roads of that time, each combined an office supervising a weighing 
machine (weigh bridge), and a dwelling for the toll collector. That at Darlington also had a 
'Water Cistern', or reservoir, constructed alongside it.12 
 

Toll income was the lifeblood of the S&DR so the role of the collectors was vital. Tolls were 
based on the weight and type of material (coal, limestone, etc) being transported, the 
distance carried and, for coal, whether it was for 'export' ('coastwise', mainly to London) or for 
'land-sale' (from the railway's depots). The weighing machines themselves were not ready for 
use until July 182613 but the weigh offices seem to have been brought into operation as soon 
as they were finished - collectors presumably estimating weights based on the capacity of the 
waggons. 
 
The first entry in the records ledger for the Darlington weigh house was on Saturday 15 April 
1826.14 It was for 171/4 tons of coals going from Old Etherley colliery to Stockton, on the 
account of the 'OE Depot'. Other coals were carried that day from Witton Park and New 
Etherley collieries to Darlington, while lime was taken from Middridge to Yarm and 
Stockton.15 

 

These entries show that, unlike the weigh houses at Stockton and Yarm which could only 
monitor loads going to those places, the Darlington weigh house supervised all waggon 
movements down the line from it. To do so it was built not on the Darlington branch but on 
the main line 'upstream' - west - of the Darlington branch junction.16 It was clearly of great 
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importance. 

 
1826 April 15, Darlington Weigh House ledger, first entry: coals from Etherley to Stockton (National 
Archives) 

 
1839 map. Darlington Weigh House with long reservoir adjacent. The Darlington branch junction is 
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bottom right. The north end of Alliance Street and the New Inn are indicated below the start of the 
junction (Dixon for S&DR, National Archives) 

The man who recorded the Darlington movements on 15 April must have been an interim 
collector until the weighing machine could be installed, since on 14 July 1826, the Company 
appointed a George Jackson “to the Weigh house at Darlington for One Month at 12/- 
[shillings] Week”. Even then the building of the weigh house complex was not fully finished as 
the Company agreed he was to be paid an additional “2/- Week for Lodgings until the 
Dwelling houses [sic] be ready … in case he keeps it longer”.17 
 

 
1840 map, showing the distance still between the Weigh House - off the north-west of map - and 
Darlington proper, with the branch line in between (Dixon, National Archives) 

 
Jackson actually didn't keep the weigh house job much longer - he took a better-paid post (at 
16/- a week) at the Darlington depot that November.18 His replacement didn't stay much more 
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than four months either before Tully took over. Perhaps it was the location: the weigh house 
was remote from Darlington proper - officially in Cockerton township - so the job may not 
have been greatly attractive, particularly to family men and at the modest wage offered. 
 
Percival Tully, free of family ties and with no apparent attachment to Stockton, was eventually 
appointed to the Darlington weigh house from March 1827 at a weekly wage of 21/-, much 
greater than Jackson's. To get their money's worth the Company gave him an additional duty: 
 
“besides attending to the weighing machine ... he had also to examine the waggons as they 
passed the weigh house in order to see that the axles were properly greased by the 
enginemen and report any cases of neglect".19 
 
A Tavern Tale 
 
The Darlington weigh house was nearly a mile away from the main facilities of Darlington and 
in the 1820s had very few neighbours anywhere near it. Places of social interaction, or to eat 
and drink after a toll collector's work was done for the day, were scarce. The S&DR had built 
an inn on Northgate, opposite the depot gates, that was ready for occupation by May 1827 
but it was refused a licence by Darlington magistrates in September of that year and the next 
two. 
 
There was, however, one inn already existing, just south of Northgate Bridge where it 
crossed Cocker Beck, and it offered Percival a rare opportunity for out-of-work company. 
Originally the Bridge Inn, it had been opportunistically renamed the Railway Bridge Inn by 
1827 by its owner-landlord William Gray.20 William and his wife had two unmarried daughters, 
Alice and Jane, and four and a half years after being appointed to the weigh house Percival 
married Jane at St Cuthbert's church in Darlington on the last day of 1831.21 She was 26 and 
he 37. 

 
The Bridge Inn, Northgate in more recent times 
 
There was much irony in this partnership for 
such a loyal servant of the Stockton and 
Darlington Railway Company as Percival, 
because just two years earlier Jane and her 
sister had represented their ageing father in 
contesting an appeal by the Company to 
licence its own recently-built inn, 60 metres to 
the north. The Grays had argued at the 
Durham Michaelmas Sessions hearing that 
their Railway Bridge Inn “was sufficient to 
afford all the accommodation ... required” by 
users of the depot.22 
 

In the event it was not Mr Gray's objection that was the nub of the appeal, although the 
Company did respond that: 
 
“[his] house was not sufficiently near to the depot, he did not possess those facilities of 
accommodation, nor present those inducements in point of comfort and convenience in other 
respects, that were necessary for men of business and respectability”. 
 
Rather, it was the inappropriate behaviour of the Darlington magistrates that turned the case. 
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Two of the three justices for the town had financial interests in the Darlington to Stockton 
turnpike road which they feared would be undermined by the new railway, and they had 
persistently tried to frustrate the progress of the Company.23 The Sessions bench voted by “a 
decided majority” in favour of the S&DR's appeal and the new inn - promptly named the 
Railway Tavern - opened soon afterwards.24 
 
Tolls and More 
 
The Darlington weigh house became the first family home of the Tullys - the baptismal record 
for their first-born, William Collingwood Tully in October 1832, citing the family abode as 
'Cockerton' and the father's occupation as 'Clerk of the Railway weigh house'. 
 
But that accommodation must have proved inadequate for a growing family - or perhaps 
Percival's wages and position in the Company encouraged him to progress beyond 'living 
over the shop' - for in April 1833 he bought a “lately erected and built” mid-terraced house in 
the newly-developed Alliance Street, across the township boundary in Darlington but just 150 
metres from the weigh house.25 Alliance Street was also known as Hope Town and the Tullys 
were among its first residents.26 
 
In August 1833, at the commencement of the Company's use of locomotive engines to haul 
merchandise and passenger coaches, “Percival Tully or his assistants” were given an 
additional duty by the management committee of seeing that “the Trains started from 
Darlington”.27 
 
The S&DR were clearly happy with Percival's work and his adaptability as for the year 1834-
35 he was awarded a contract at the apparently-generous sum of £130 (equivalent to 50/- a 
week) for “weighing coals and pumping water”.28 (The Company's traffic superintendent, John 
Graham, was paid only slightly more, £150, in 1835.) The reservoir, or 'water cistern', for 
replenishing locomotives at Darlington was alongside the weigh house; it can be seen on a 
Company-commissioned map of 1839.29 
 
The S&DR were unusual in the railway industry at this time in awarding short-term contracts 
to staff. The economic historian Maurice W Kirby believes the reason could stem from the 
Company's early origins: 
 
“... in the operational management of the undertaking the Stockton and Darlington Company 
remained distinctive. Whilst the trunk line railway companies began to recruit professional 
salaried managers from the later 1830s, the [S&DR] management committee remained 
committed to the practice of subcontracting in major aspects of the company's business. … 
The practice [had] its roots in the domestic system of manufactures in the eighteenth 
century”.30 
 
Whether a 'manager' or not, Tully continued as a contractor: the contract awarded to him for 
1836-37 was for weighing coals, with no extra duties stated, but at £100 a year was still 
almost double the rate he had started on. It was renewed for another 12 months, to 31 
January 1838.31 And then apparently again, as at the baptism of his and Jane's fourth child in 
October 1838 his occupation was still being given as 'toll collector'.32 
 
The Will of William Gray 
 
The Tullys had been joined at Hope Town (although probably not in the same house) 
sometime around 1834-36 by Jane's father, William Gray, who - at about 90 years old - had 
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finally handed over the running of the Railway Bridge Inn to a tenant. His wife had died in late 
1833. William ('gentleman, of Hope Town') drew up a will in March 1837 that named Percival 
('of Hope Town aforesaid Clerk to the Stockton and Darlington Railway Company') as one of 
his two executors. The will shows him to have been a man of property (and not just in 
Northgate), which he apportioned between his daughters. When he died at the end of 1838 
and probate had been granted (August 1839), he had willed the inn and its adjacent 
properties in trust to Jane: 
 
"... And as to for and concerning all that my said dwellinghouse situate at Northgate Bridge 
and known by the Sign of the Railway Bridge together with the garden stable outbuildings 
and appurtenances thereto belonging And also all those my said several dwellinghouses 
yard stables and premises with the appurtenances adjoining the said last mentioned 
premises on the North in trust for my said daughter Jane Tully her heirs executors and 
administrators and assigns forever".33 
 
One of the first things the Tullys seem to have done after William's death was to move into 
his house, a bigger one at the north end of Alliance Street/Hope Town, where they appear to 
have been at the time of the 1841 Census.34 
 
Whether coincidental or not, William's death was followed by changes in Percival's life, most 
notably his parting from the S&DR, at least from full-time employment. At the baptism of his 
son Percival John in August 1840 Tully's stated occupation had nothing to do with the 
railway: he described himself as a 'brewer'.35 And this was no error - in the Census ten 
months later he was recorded as a 'brewer & agent'. So even if 'agent' was for the railway, it 
was presumably in no more than a part-time - and possibly self-employed - capacity. The fact 
that the Tullys were able to employ a servant in 1841 suggests that, whatever the 
circumstances of the change in occupation, the family was not poor. Presumably the benefit 
of William's will. 
 
Percival's career as a brewer (perhaps at the nearby New Inn, which had a brewhouse36) 
was not a long one, as at the baptism of his daughter Alice on 1 January 1843 he was once 
again - and for the last time in documentary evidence - associated with the railway, 
describing himself as a 'railway agent'. 
 
The family were still living at Hope Town at that point but the tenant at the Railway Bridge Inn 
left soon after and the Tullys were installed at the pub by mid-1844.37 Two more sons were 
born, in 1846 and 1847, while Percival was the innkeeper there. 
 
But then another change. The Tullys left Northgate and Darlington altogether, moving ten 
miles to a place - St Andrew Auckland ('South Church') - with which they had no obvious 
connection. The move could not have been to do with any dislike by Percival of innkeeping 
because he took over the Crown and Anchor pub. The whole family - now nine strong - was 
enumerated there in the Census of 1851.38 
 
Perhaps significantly, no servant was recorded with the Tullys at the Crown and Anchor, 
despite so many children for Jane to have to look after: could that suggest new-found 
hardship? A firmer indicator of financial stress was a notice in the London Gazette in 
December 1851 concerning a legal dispute “in a cause Peascod against Tully, the creditors 
of William Gray, late of Hope Town, in the county of Durham, Gentleman, deceased” which 
was to be settled by the Court of Chancery in London.39 A Court of Chancery was one that 
had jurisdiction over all matters of equity, including trusts and land law. 
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This case is something of a mystery as there do not appear to be any newspaper reports of 
the court's findings. But it does not sound encouraging for the Tullys' fortunes. Worse was 
soon to follow for Percival with the death of his wife, Jane, at South Church at the age of just 
47 in April 1853.40 Percival was now left alone at the age of 58 with seven children, aged 
from 20 to six. 
 
Another Land, Another Opportunity 
 
Where could Percival turn? To a new life in a new country for his remaining family was his 
answer.41 Australia was the main destination for English emigrants at the time but Tully opted 
for the United States of America. A steady stream of ships crossed the Atlantic from Liverpool 
to the USA but most of their passengers were Irish, with many others from Germany but few 
from England itself. After the East Coast, New Orleans was one the principal ports sailed for - 
the gateway to the vast, and fast-developing, mid-West. 
 

 
US naturalization application, Thomas HG Tully (Madison County Records) 

 
A testimony from Percival's youngest child, Thomas HG Tully on 27 October 1868, when he 
was old enough to apply for naturalisation as a US citizen, summarised the family's journey: 
 
“I do solemnly swear that I am of the age of 21 years; that I am a native born citizen of the 
Queen of Great Britain that I emigrated from Liverpool to the United States of America in the 
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and fifty-four and landed at New Orleans in the 
state of Louisiana on or about the Month of January in the year last aforesaid... and that I 
have from that time up to the present day been a resident within the limits of the United 
States; and that I am now and have been for the last Eight a resident of the County of 
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Madison in the State of Illinois”.42 
 
Although Thomas was in Edwardsville, Illinois in 1868, that is just 25 miles from the city of St 
Louis, Missouri, on the opposite side of the Mississippi river. And it was in Missouri, and the 
St Louis area in particular, 700 miles upriver from New Orleans, that the migrating family, 
including six- or seven-year old Thomas, appear to have headed on arrival. Presumably on 
board a paddle-steamer. Missouri was a boom state: “with increasing migration, from the 
1830s to the 1860s Missouri's population almost doubled with every decade”.43 
 
In 1857, a Percival Tully of St Louis County commenced the process to buy - presumably at a 
knock-down settlers' price - 320 acres of land in Iron County, Missouri, one of many such 
plots put up for sale by the US government.44 Iron County, not surprisingly, had an 
abundance of iron ore within its borders. (To resume a railway theme, the St. Louis and Iron 
Mountain Railroad was completed in 1857.) 

 

St 
Louis, Missouri in 1858 (Illustrated London News) 
 
Whether this is 'our' Percival we can't say for certain but a Percival Tully who does match his 
description - male, white, aged 64, birthplace 'unknown' - died in St Louis of an 'absess in 
abdomen' in the week ending 31 May 1858. He was buried at the Wesleyan cemetery.45 
 
As for the Tully children: 
 
- a 'Tully, Wm. C.; native country, England' applied for naturalisation in St Louis in 1860;46 

- Thomas was recorded back in St Louis, working as a carpenter, regularly from 1870. He 
called his son (Percival Tully's grandson) born in 1884, Percival; 

- a Bartholomew Tully, 'widower, born England 1845, parents born England', was recorded in 
the 1900 US Census in Jefferson County, Missouri.47 
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1858, Missouri register of deaths, Percival Tully (Missouri Death Records) 

 
A Percival Postscript 
 
A series of newspaper reports back in England of Percival senior's son, Percival John Tully, 
are especially conclusive of the family's emigration. In an echo of 1851/52, a legal case 
before the Court of Chancery was involved, and also a seemingly minor issue before the 
Darlington Borough magistrates. Both tales were in the news in 1882. 
 
In the Chancery case 'Mr Percival John Tully, of St Lewis, US' and a Darlington stockbroker, 
Joseph Airey, were the plaintiffs, and a John Graham and Nicholas Whorlton, the 
defendants.48 It involved the (by then re-re-named) Bridge Inn in Northgate, with the plaintiffs 
asking for judgment for an account and for the redemption of a mortgage.49 
 
The second case, a few months later, again involved 'Messrs Airey and Tulley [sic], owners of 
the Bridge Inn'.50 The pub by then had as its neighbour a theatre, the Theatre Royal.51 Ever 
since the latter was built the pub had had a back door opening into the theatre yard so that 
theatre-goers “requiring refreshments could go that way without being a few yards not under 
cover”. The theatre management now wanted to be able to sell alcoholic drinks themselves 
so had applied for a licence. But Messrs Airey and Tully had objected and had an unlikely ally 
in the Darlington Temperance Society, and “after a long absence” the Bench refused the 
theatre's request. 
 
The moral is though, that even after the Tullys had been away from Darlington for nearly 30 
years a Percival was keeping a watchful eye on happenings. Railway or not. 
Brendan Boyle 
 
Notes 

1. The population of Stockton parish increased from 5,184 in 1821 to 10,071 in 1841, and that of Darlington 
township from 5,750 to 11,033. Census, via the directories of Pigot & Co. 1834 and Slater's 1848. 

2. Land Tax returns, Chester Ward West, Whickham parish and township, Joseph Tully. Durham County Record 
Office (DCRO) Q/D/L. 

3. Land Tax returns, Chester Ward Middle, Kibblesworth township, Bartholomew Tully. DCRO Q/D/L. 

4. Beamish South Moor Association notices, Newcastle Courant 11 & 18 Jan 1800, 22 & 29 Jan 1803, 26 Jan 
1805, 24 Jan 1807. 

5. London Gazette, 20 Sept 1803. Usworth is 3 miles east of Kibblesworth. 
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6. London Gazette, 10 Jan 1804. 

7. Newcastle Courant, 24 Jan & 16 May 1807. 

8. London Gazette, 4 Nov 1817; ending of a business partnership of JC Tully and Co. 

9. Various newspapers in December 1818, including the Tyne Mercury, Durham County Advertiser (DCA), 
Cumberland Pacquet, Evening Mail, Caledonian Mercury, Morning Advertiser and Morning Chronicle. 

10. See The Globe 9, July 2019: Tully, the Timetable and the Ticket Office. 

11. A fourth was built at the end of the 'Yarm' branch (at Egglescliffe) by the landowner of the new coal depot 
there, Thomas Meynell. The fact that he was chairman of the Railway Company didn't stop him from also 
conducting business in a private capacity. 

12. The management committee of the Company heard on 1 July 1825 that “a Dwelling House will be required 
at each of the 3 Weighing Machines orderd [sic] at a former Meeting” and resolved that “proposals be issued for 
[their] Erection ... without delay”. A plan for “the Weighing Machine, Water Cistern and dwelling house at 
Darlington” was approved by the committee on 26 August 1825. NA RAIL 667/30. 

13. S&DR committee minutes, 14 July 1826. NA RAIL 667/31. 

14. Sunday being a strictly-observed day of rest the next entries were on Monday 17 April. 

15. Stockton and Darlington Railway Company, Accountant's Records, April 1826 - March 1827, Darlington 
Weigh House Records Book. NA RAIL 667/1449. 

16. A smaller weighing machine would have been installed at the road entrance/exit of the Darlington depot to 
weigh merchants' cartloads. One is shown on an Ordnance Survey map of 1855. 

17. S&DR committee minutes, 14 July 1826. NA RAIL 667/31. 

18. S&DR committee minutes, 11 Nov 1826. Cited in The North Eastern Railway, Its Rise and Development, 
1914, WW Tomlinson, pp134-5. 

19. S&DR committee minute, 23 March 1827. Cited in Tomlinson, pp134-5. 

20. History, Directory & Gazetteer of Durham & Northumberland, Wm. Parson and Wm. White, vol I, 1827. 

21. 'Married. The 31st ult. at Darlington ... Mr Percival Tully, of the Rail-way Weigh-house, to Miss Jane Gray.' 
Newcastle Courant, 7 Jan 1832. 

22. Newcastle Courant, 31 Oct 1829. 

23. After the first licence application the S&DR recorded: “that the Magistrates, pursuing that apparent course of 
hostility which they have hitherto held towards this Company, have refused to grant the Licences requested for 
the houses at Northgate Bridge and Aycliffe Lane'. S&DR committee minutes, 28 Sept 1827. NA RAIL 667/31. 

24. The Railway Tavern in Northgate is still trading 190 years later under its original name. 

25. Conveyance of 16 April 1833, DCRO D/Whes 3/42. 

26. See 'Hope Town - The World's First Railway Village?' earlier in this journal, p2. 

27. S&DR committee minutes, 23 Aug 1833. NA RAIL 667/32. 

28. The Origins of Railway Enterprise, MW Kirby, 1993, Table 12, p106. 

29. Plan of Part of the Main Line of the Stockton and Darlington Railway Extending from the Junction of the 
Clarence Railway to the Weigh House near Darlington, Surveyed by T Dixon, Darlington, 1839. NA RAIL 
1037/454. 

30. Kirby 1993, p102. 

31. Kirby 1993, Table 12, p107. 

32. Bartholomew Tully, 'son of Percival and Jane, abode Hopetown, father's occupation toll collector', was 
baptised at St Cuthbert's, Darlington, 21 October 1838. He followed Mary Anne in 1834 and Jane in 1837. 
Bartholomew died in infancy, in 1839. (A later son, born 1846, was given the name Bartholomew Butiman Tully, 
but 'Butiman' seems not to have been used subsequently.) England, Durham Diocese Bishop's Transcripts, 
1639-1919, via FamilySearch. 

33. North East Inheritance Database, http://familyrecords.dur.ac.uk/nei/data/neisearch.php; 
DPR/I/1/1839/G12/1-5. 

34. This is suggested by the layout of the 1841 Census record sheet, on which the Tully household was the first 
listed in Hope Town rather than one of the middle records, even though Tully had undoubtedly bought a mid-
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terrace house in 1833.This larger house overlooked the railway and was within sight of the weigh house. 

35. Durham Diocese Bishop's Transcripts. 

36. The New Inn was around the corner from Alliance Street in what became Otley Terrace; among its facilities 
was a brewhouse. Durham Chronicle, 19 Feb 1836. 

37. York Herald, 20 July 1844. 

38. The children were: William Collingwood, a currier's apprentice (aged 18); Mary Ann[e] (16); Jane (14), 
Percival John (10); Alice (8); Bartholomew (5; i.e. Bartholomew Butiman) & Thomas H (4; full name Thomas 
Henry Gray). All born in Darlington. 

39. London Gazette, 19 Dec 1851. 

40. England Deaths & Burials, 1538-1991, via FamilySearch. And Darlington & Stockton Times (DST), 9 April 
1853. 

41. After Jane's death in 1853 there is no UK record, official (in censuses or compulsory birth, marriage or death 
registrations) or unofficial (newspaper reports of marriages, etc) of any member of the Tully family. 

42. County Naturalization Records 1800-1998, Illinois, Madison County, Edwardsville, via FamilySearch. 

43. Wikipedia. 

44. Iron County, Missouri - Land Patents, US Bureau of Land Management. www.glorecords.blm.gov. 

45. Missouri Death Records, 1850-1931, via Ancestry. 

46. Naturalization Records, 1816-1955, Missouri Digital Heritage, Naturalization cards, county of St. Louis City 
(reel no. C 25807, vol. 3, p. 366). 
https://s1.sos.mo.gov/records/archives/archivesdb/naturalization/Detail.aspx?id=185018. 

47. 1900 US Census, via FamilySearch. 

48. For Percival John to be taking the lead for the family his elder brother William Collingwood must have died 
by 1882. 

49. DCA, 28 April, 5 May & 14 July 1882. 

50. DST, 9 Sept 1882. 

51. The Odeon cinema stands on its site today. 

 

TAKING THE S&DR TO THE WORLD 

Trish Pemberton 

As many of you will already know – indeed, some of you may even have been following me 
through my blog – I have spent most of the month of October in the United States, attending 
a Presentation Summit (I am a volunteer), visiting friends and, most importantly, using a 
British Council/Heritage Alliance Travel Grant to allow me to develop links for the Friends 
with like-minded organisations there. 

My itinerary was action packed –    Antonia, Texas, College Station, Texas, Washington DC 
and Baltimore, Cincinnati and, finally, Santa Fe in New Mexico.  Temperatures ranged from 
the 90’s down into the 40’s (Fahrenheit of course) but everywhere the sun shone. 

In San Antonio I managed to give a presentation to the conference on the Stockton & 
Darlington Railway – a great opportunity as the summit is attended by a number of 
companies from around the world, including Microsoft.  They always send at least 8 people 
who are involved mainly with PPT and other packages and generally the story of the S&DR 
was well received.  Next year the Summit is in Seattle, the home of Microsoft and I hope to 
build on the links further. 
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While staying in San Antonio I took my life in my hands (and my partner’s) driving to College 
Station, where the George H W Bush presidential library is located.  Interestingly, he was 
taken there by train for his funeral and by coincidence I met the daughter of the Senator who 
gave the orations at the funeral while whiling away the time at an airport.  She is really keen 
to help and has the political links to back her offer up.  The reason I went (interesting as the 
Library is in its own right) is to meet the President of the oldest rail heritage organisation in 
the USA – the Railroad and Locomotive Society.  The drive was worth it, and I am now a 
proud member of the Society – more importantly, we’ve been invited to contribute to their 
Journal that is published three or four times a year – and is a substantial document.  They 
have over 2,000 members. 

 

Trish meeting members of the Railroad and Locomotive Society - Ron Goldfeder (in red) is the 

membership secretary 

In Washington DC I met with Dr Peter Liebhold, curator in the Division of Work and Industry 
at the Museum of American History, which is part of the Smithsonian.  His remit includes 
responsibility for the Transport section of the museum, including railroad history.  At the 
entrance to the display, the John Bull is proudly displayed on a section of track from the 
oldest iron railroad bridge in the USA.  We hope to develop a co-operative relationship in the 
lead up to 2025.  I also met Dr Barbara Clark Smith, curator in the Division of Political and 
Military History, who is also keen to work with us.  Both curators understand how important 
the impact of the S&DR was on social, economic and political history, not just in England but 
throughout the world. 
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I made my second visit to the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Museum in Baltimore, to begin 
developing a relationship with the new Executive Director, Ms Kris Hoellen, as my former 
contact, Courtney Wilson has left his post since my first visit.  We have a great deal in 
common as the decision to build the first proper railroad in the USA was taken as a direct 
result of visits made to Shildon to meet with Timothy Hackworth.  Do have a look at the 
museum’s web site if you get the chance. 

       

Cincinnati Museum, the former railway station 

Cincinnati was purely a visit to friends – but turned out, almost inevitably to link in with 
railways as they have a wonderful art deco railway station that is now a museum.  I also met 
with the Japan America Society of Cincinnati, making contacts for us with local companies 
that I hope to build on when I return next summer.  I also made contact with the local 
university through its Professor of Japanese literature and culture – something I hope to 
pursue with the Japanese college at Durham and with Hitachi.  I also hope to pursue a 
potential link with Procter and Gamble which is based in the city and supports the Japan 
America Society.  Next summer I also hope to visit friends in Minnesota, over the river from 
St Paul’s where 3M is based – to follow up the attendance of three lovely people from 3M in 
Newton Aycliffe at our 194th anniversary dinner at Locomotion on 27th September – just 
before I set off for the States. 

Santa Fe is stunning – at the end of the Santa Fe trail which people travelled from the east 
along the covered waggon route – before the railways came.  The aim was to meet with the 
Lexington Group at their annual conference – an organisation that is focussed on transport 
history generally, but with a strong emphasis on railroad history.  I was able to present the 
story of the S&DR to them as we had already met two members of the board here in 
England.  Tom and Carlos are coming over again next May and will be meeting with us once 
again.  If their conference is not held here in 2025, there will be a strong contingent coming 
over to share the experience and celebrations with us.  A highlight of my visit with them was 
to travel along the 60 plus miles of the Cumbres and Toltec Heritage Railway, from Colorado 
into New Mexico, travelling through the Rocky Mountains.  What an amazing experience that 
was – the landscape was stunning and showed how skilful the railroad builders were. 

I’m back home now and following up on my meetings with relevant people here – and busy 
writing my final report for the Heritage Alliance.  My thanks go to both the British Council and 
the Heritage Alliance for helping to make my trip possible. 

Please don’t forget to look at my blog on the S&DR web site – there are lots of photos to look 
at too! (https://www.sdr1825.org.uk/category/chair-blog/american-trip-2019/)  

 

https://www.sdr1825.org.uk/category/chair-blog/american-trip-2019/
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Travelling along the Cumbres and Toltec Heritage Railway, from Colorado into New Mexico 

 

Trish meeting the guides representing the Friends of the Cumbres & Toltec Scenic Railroad 
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SOHO RESTORATION WORKS, SHILDON 1975-78 

David G. Baker and Caroline Hardie 

In 1997, David Baker was due to leave the employment of Sedgefield District Council and 

thought it would be useful to write an account of his involvement in the restoration works at 

Hackworth’s House (also known as Soho House after Hackworth’s works) in Shildon in 

advance of the visit by the Queen Mother and the 150th anniversary celebration of the S&DR 

in 1975. This report is a shortened and edited version of that report combined with 

information from a letter written by him after his attendance at the recent anniversary dinner 

at Locomotion and in the light of a site visit with David which took place in October 2019.  

Prior to working for the Council, David had worked with a number of architectural firms 

including the renowned Brierley Groom - the oldest architectural firm in the UK. It was 

perhaps with this in mind that he was instructed on his first day of work, in January 1975, to 

restore Hackworth’s house in Shildon in time for the royal visit on the 17th July and to 

renovate it to appear as it might have done when Hackworth lived there and include a 

museum. The timetable was exceptionally tight and would impose significant constraints and 

demands. 

A small architectural team was formed under the direction of the District Architect M.K. 

Zadziuk, including David, another assistant and a Clerk of Works plus a Quantity Surveyor as 

required.  

 

David Baker outside Hackworth’s House in 
October 2019 

The house was built in 1833 for 

Hackworth and his family and he lived 

there until his death in 1850; his wife 

Jane died two years later. He had 

previously lived in a house built for him 

by the S&DR in 1825-6. The house was 

in a state of considerable disrepair and 

there were no plans of the house as it 

would have looked when built in 1833. In 

fact, much of the house had been 

demolished to the rear with a view to 

providing modern kitchens and 

bathrooms in new extensions ready for 

council tenants.  

 

Informing the works 

In advance of the works, some research was carried out to provide information on how the 

building may have looked in the 1830s-50s. In an attempt to establish the original ground 

plan, a painstaking hand and knee survey took place with the help of a labourer and shovel to 

try to discover the existing foundations. The results were used to inform the design of the 

new building work to the rear.  
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Hackworth’s House before the renovation work in 1975 (photo courtesy of Jane Hackworth-Young) 

The Council Photographer took photographs of the site from as many angles as possible so 

that there was a record of the building in its existing condition and also to help with the 

drawings of the proposed works. Plans and elevations of the building were produced at a 

basic ¼ inch scale in January.  

Decisions had to be made regarding the original appearance of the house without any 

definitive evidence. David consulted the Bowes Museum and Beamish to research 19th 

century house construction with a special emphasis on internal fixtures and fittings, including 

types of wallpapers, paint and ironmongery. Numerous conversations were also held with 

elderly people in Shildon, some in their 80s, who knew the house when they were young. It 

was from local people that he learned that Hackworth had a forge at the back of his house to 

develop his ideas and on the basis of these local memories he installed large windows on the 

rear elevation.  

He also travelled around the surrounding area looking at building types. The remains of the 

house were roofed in Welsh slate, but David’s research suggested that Shildon was too far 

removed from Welsh slate quarries for the original roof to have been made of that material. 

(More recent research has confirmed that Welsh slate was available locally, even prior to the 

railway being constructed, having been imported by ship and pack horse.) It was felt that 

importing Welsh slate would have been too costly and that pantiles sitting on battens with no 

felt, just torching made of cow dung and lime, was more likely to be the original roof type. 
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There was also a good supply of clay pits in the area at the time of its construction which 

could have provided pantiles more locally. Pantiles were therefore chosen to reroof the 

house. 

His survey of the building also suggested that the rear of the house would have had a very 

long pitch to the roof area with the ceilings following the slope down to the eaves. He knew 

from his research that Hackworth and his wife Jane had eight children and he assumed that 

the children would have slept to the rear of the building. Some form of natural daylight would 

have been provided so he decided to include two dormer windows fitted with ‘Yorkshire 

Lights’ (a sideways opening sash).  

The front fenestration also proved to be a problem. The original windows had been replaced 

with modern ones in the 1940s and the doorways had been blocked up in blockwork. David 

felt that Hackworth would have had a reasonable income for the time and that his status 

should be reflected in the front entrance. From the remains visible, the front entrance steps 

and door surrounds had been fairly elegant and so he detailed two new entrances, windows 

and steps to as near the original appearance as possible of the period.  

Designing the alterations and getting consents 

From all the information collated, David commenced on working drawings with some haste 

due to the tight timetable; the same tight timetable meant that much of the external works 

would take place in the winter months. His drawings were approved almost on a day-to-day 

basis by the District Architect and the Council’s Management Team. Many of these 

discussions were held around his drawing board and they were completed towards the 

beginning of February 1975. The management team decided there was insufficient time to 

obtain competitive tenders for the building works, so the Authority’s Direct Labour 

Department were given the task of undertaking the renovation works. A Quantity Surveyor 

from the Architect’s Division advised on costs.  

Building Regulations and Planning approval were also obtained at this time with lots of 

helpful advice from planners on minor points. 

A team meeting at the outset agreed that the works should run without the normal internal 

red tape except for financial data. The site would run on a day-to-day basis with no official 

site meetings; all instructions being given by David who was also authorised to solve any 

problems that arose. 

The building works 

Work commenced on site late in February 1975. One of the first problems David had at site 

level was that the Direct Labour Organisation bricklayers could not lay and point up the new 

stonework to the rear extension to match the existing, no matter how hard they tried. It was 

agreed that a specialist stonemason should be engaged to carry this highly skilled task and 

one was duly appointed on a labour only basis after submitting a quotation. He commenced 

by cutting out the mortar pointing to the existing front elevation and repointing using a mixture 

of cement, lime and a sharp concreting sand. Before this mixture set fully in the joints, he 

washed off the external stonework face and joints using water from a hosepipe and a soft 

brush; this gave a very local traditional finish to the stonework, bringing out the mica in the 

sand.  David and the stonemason scoured the area looking for heaps of stone from long 

demolished buildings and from streets of old stone-built terrace dwellings which were in the 
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process of being demolished by the council. In doing so they managed to obtain enough 

stone of the right quality to build a new rear elevation. 

 

The rear elevation as published in the Northern Echo 
27th September 1972 

 

 

The rear of the house was excavated first and strip 

foundations laid by the Direct Labour Organisation 

to as near the lines of the old building as possible. 

Stone for the lintels and cills were made especially 

by a local quarry.  

The rear 

elevation once 

the 1975 works 

were complete 

(photo courtesy 

of Jane 

Hackworth-

Young) 

 

 

 

The rear 
elevation of 
Hackworth’s 
House in 2019 
is in very poor 
condition and 
awaits 
renovation.  

 

 

 

The dormer windows to the rear were a new addition of 1975 and designed by David mostly 

in modern materials for the construction but finished in traditional materials such as pantiles 

for the roofs and horsehair plaster internally. Yorkshire Lights were also chosen to reflect the 

style of window most likely to have been used in the 1830s.  

While this work was going on, specialists were invited to quote for heating, electrical, damp 

proof coursing and other associated works. David also met with public bodies such as the 

water boards, electricity authority and fire authority to make sure that all their requirements 
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could be met in full. These bodies proved to be very helpful and there were no hold ups on 

their behalf. 

As work progressed, alterations were agreed on site and often simply sketched on foolscap 

paper and handed direct to the site agent. In a way this was probably how the original 

dwelling had been constructed and most other dwellings in past history; he was carrying on 

that tradition.  

 

The works underway in 1975 (photo courtesy of Jane Hackworth-Young) 

At this time a heating system was agreed. This would be provided by a conventional gas 

boiler built into one of the existing fireplace openings and hidden by a door. A skirting heating 

system was chosen by David as this would be the least noticeable in the rooms and would be 

fairly easy to maintain.  

The North Eastern Electricity Board designed the internal lighting layout with David and a 

spot and downlighter system was chosen and a new mains cable provided as the existing 

main was over committed. 

About March and April, David detailed the front entrances. His first plans for the entrances 

were with surrounds in timber. This idea was scrapped after advice from the District Architect 

that the fashion at the time the dwelling was constructed was for stucco work. Consequently, 

the pilasters were made of stucco of lime, cement and sand on expanded metal and timber 

packings. The mix was prepared and applied to the pilaster face and the mouldings cut when 

nearly set. The stucco when dry was to be painted with two coats of white paint. In hindsight, 

David was never fully convinced that this stucco work really reflected what would have been 

there when Hackworth lived there, but he did feel that the quality of the work was first class 

and enhanced the elevation.  

The Interiors 

It was now time to design the interior finishes. A wallpaper firm was contacted in London 

through the North of England Museum Service who still had access to the original woodcut 

pattern blocks of the period. Samples of paper patterns were viewed and chosen, and an 

interior colour scheme prepared to match the paper including carpets and curtains.  
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David made arrangements for fireplaces to be removed from old council dwellings in the area 

which were over 100 years old for reuse in the building after first being cleaned and restored, 

then fitted into the existing flue openings. New stone surrounds were designed by David and 

the team and made at a local quarry. 

    

The domestic interior created in 1975 and designed to reflect typical fashions of 1833-50 (photos 
courtesy of Jane Hackworth-Young) 

Half of the house was to be turned into a museum. Both existing staircases were utilised in 

order that the public could enter through one entrance door to the reception area, view the 

ground floor display, proceed to the first floor across the building and down the other 

staircase to the furnished part of the dwelling and to the other entrance door, thereby giving a 

circulation system to the museum. 

           

Left: Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother signing the visitors’ book after the opening of 
the Timothy Hackworth Museum at Shildon on 17 July 1975.  Right: Hackworth descendants at the 
opening of Hackworth’s House as a Museum in 1975. Left to right: Ulick Loring, Joan Hackworth Weir, 
Jane Hackworth Young (photos courtesy of Trev Teasdel from the archive of Joan Hackworth Weir) 

 

Display cases were assembled and fitted around the walls in the museum section of the 

building. Local residents and museums provided much of the display material and the 

furniture. 
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The gardens around the house were cleaned of builder’s rubble and a planting scheme 

undertaken. The plants were grown and chosen by the Parks Department specially for an old 

English garden feel to the building surrounds.  

The building was finally cleaned out and polished on time and opened on the 17th July 1975 

by H.R.H. Queen Mother. After the opening day the running of the building was handed over 

to the Recreation Department.  

 

The newly renovated Hackworth’s House in 1975 (photo: Jane Hackworth-Young) 

 

Hackworth’s House in more recent years (photo: Archaeo-Environment) 

Soho Shed 

David’s report from this time does not mention that works also took place to the Soho Shed in 

1978; he provided this information in a recent letter and during the site visit in October. The 

works to the Soho Shed were in preparation for the building of a replica Sans Pareil, for 
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which track was laid into the main doorway. The building was in poor condition in places and 

parts of the walls had to be taken down to ground level, while other stretches of wall 

remained intact. Considerable works were done to the east end of the building including the 

fitting of a boiler house and on the south elevation, wooden shutters were installed over the 

window openings which also had plexiglass fitted to retain the open feel while being vandal 

proof. Rather surprisingly the front entrance door frames were imported from Canada! 

 

Jane Hackworth-Young and her father Reginald outside Soho Shed before renovation. The 
replacement timber door frames were imported from Canada in 1978! (photo: Jane Hackworth-Young) 

Conclusion 

The programme for the works was very tight and had it not been for the Queen Mother’s visit 

the pressure would not have been there, nor perhaps the motivation to cut red tape and get 

on with the work. The works cost £45,000 and it provided an amenity for the area, an interest 

in Timothy Hackworth and the early railways and, in the media, praise for spending public 

money well. The project was also lucky to receive a ‘Come to Britain’ Tourist Award. 

Having access to David’s report is very important in understanding to what extent these 

historic buildings include fabric from their original construction and to what extent any 1975 

alterations and additions were based on evidence or conjecture. David’s report implies that 

the front elevation, internal stair arrangement and parts of the gables are original, although 

the pointing, windows and door entrances are modern replacements. While the rear of the 

house is entirely a product of 1975, it is on the plan of the original house. Window openings 

are conjectural to the rear. The outbuildings too are a product of 1975, but the original house 

must have had an outside loo and coal house at least.  
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The full records that were made at the time must have generated an archive with much 

valuable information, but we do not know if these photographs and the plans and elevations 

of the building before the works took place survive; they would be very useful in helping to 

inform the current works to the buildings. In fact it is surely time for a hunt to take place to 

track down this archive, a call-out for any photographs of the 1975 works taken by local 

people and a detailed archaeological survey of the buildings, all combined with Dieter 

Hopkin’s assessment of the house1 before the next phase of restoration works takes place. 

Some additional research including geophysical survey is now taking place by Historic 

England as part of the Heritage Action Zone Plan and we look forward to seeing the results.  

1. Hopkin, D 2010 ‘Timothy Hackworth and the Soho Works, Circa 1830-1850’ in Early Railways Vol. 4 

 

50th ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS 1875 
Caroline Hardie and Andrew Stoves 

In the last five editions of The Globe, Andrew Stoves has kindly provided images of various 
artefacts connected with the 1875 S&DR celebrations. In this edition we are featuring a plate 
designed to commemorate the unveiling of the statue of Joseph Pease. The statue is situated 
at the east end of Prospect Place, at the junction with Prebend Row, High Row and 
Northgate in Darlington. It was unveiled on the 27th September 1875; the Stockton & 
Darlington Railway’s Jubilee. 
 
The plate has an image of the statue in the centre and around the circumference are pictures 
of other leading lights including Henry Fell Pease (MP for Cleveland, Yorkshire), Edmund 
Backhouse (MP for Darlington), George Stephenson (no introduction required!) and R. Luck 
(possibly Richard Luck representing St. Cuthbert’s parish). Two locomotives are also 
depicted – Locomotion No.1 from 1825 and possibly No. 1269 built in November 1874 at the 
North Road Works in Darlington and representing the latest in locomotive development 
(thank you to Barry Thompson for tracking down this locomotive in Pearce 1996, fig 219). 
 
The statue is an electroform casting - zinc dipped in copper - one and a half times life-size 
(approximately 9ft). Pease is represented in middle age, wearing a Quaker lapel-less coat. 
He stands with his left hand at his side and his right tucked into the breast of his waistcoat, a 
pose he often assumed when speaking in public. The pedestal, not shown on the plate, is in 
two parts; the plinth, of grey granite, supports a decorative base of polished pink Shap 
granite with colonnettes at the corners. Set into each of the four sides of the pedestal is a 
bronze relief panel representing different aspects of Pease's public life including his railway 
and coal interests, education and the abolition of slavery. 
 
A Pease Memorial Committee of 43 local businessmen was formed soon after Pease's death 
in 1872 with the object of commissioning a painting for the town hall, and a statue. The 
sculptor, George Anderson Lawson, originally from Edinburgh but based in London from 
c.1862, is thought to have used a photograph of Pease aged 63 as his model; the foundry 
was Cox and Sons. 
 
Funds were quickly raised, and the statue was unveiled on the fiftieth anniversary of the 
opening of the Stockton and Darlington Railway. The day was declared a public holiday 
throughout the district; 100,000 people are said to have filled the streets, 80,000 arriving from 
out of town in special trains. All the mayors of the United Kingdom were present for the 
unveiling of the statue, a service performed by the Duke of Cleveland, whose family had, 
over the years, attempted to thwart the development of the Peases' railways. His name is at 
the foot of the plate.  
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Detail of a panel from the base of Pease’s statue showing a locomotive with ships loading at 

Middlesbrough (Port Darlington) 
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The unveiling of Pease’s statue on 27th September 1875 as illustrated in the October 9th, 1875 
edition of the London Illustrated News.  

 

THE 194th ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS AT LOCOMOTION, SHILDON 
Caroline Hardie 

A highly successful dinner was held on the 27th September 2019 to celebrate the 194th 
anniversary of the opening of the Stockton & Darlington Railway. The event was sponsored 
by Durham County Council and all Friends had the opportunity to attend, plus representatives 
from local businesses, other heritage groups, members of the Rail Heritage Board including 
the local authorities and the National Railway Museum.  
 
This annual event creates opportunities to network, to plan for 2025 and to spread the word 
about the opportunities that the 200th anniversary will bring. It was chaired by Trish 
Pemberton and speakers included the Chair of Durham County Council Councillor Kate 
Corrigan who is also Mayor of Durham, Dr Sarah Price of Locomotion, Caroline Hardie of the 
Friends talking about the importance of partnership and Chris Lloyd who entertained us with 
tall tales of dastardly derailing Dukes and an inspirational message from Mr. Train: 
 
 “As an American, I thank the people of Darlington for having done so much for my country… 
“If I had taken any part in introducing the greatest idea the world has ever seen, I would talk 
of it everywhere, because it has done more for civilisation of the world than any other 
agency.” And as Chris pointed out, that’s our railway! That’s what we are celebrating: our 
area’s creation of “the greatest idea the world has ever seen.” 
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Expert waiting! Photo: Andrew Stoves 

 

  

Left: Cllr Kate Corrigan, Chair of Durham County Council and Mayor of Durham. Right: Caroline 
Hardie talking about partnership 

A special guest appearance was also made by descendants of the Dixon surveyors who 
worked along the S&DR for many years. On the 13th July 1925 ‘The Intimate Story of the 
Origin of Railways’ plus some other documentation and photographs from the 1925 
celebrations was packaged in brown paper and string by Waynman Dixon M.I.C.E, with strict 
instructions that it should be preserved until 2025. Touching, poking and prodding were 
allowed, but the parcel will remain sealed until 2025. 
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As a result of this event, many new 
contacts were made to help us on our 
journey, knowledge expanded, plans 
made and new partners from the world of 
business recruited. On leaving, everyone 
was given an information pack about the 
Friends and the S&DR to help spread the 
word about the railway that got the world 
on track. The food was delightful (from 
Ramside Hall) and the event 
inspirational. We are very grateful to the 
staff of Locomotion who worked really 
hard to create a lovely environment for 
the event. 

 

THE 1975 STEAM CAVALCADE 

The tradition of a steam cavalcade appears to have started with the 1875 celebrations and 

was repeated in 1925 and 1975. Peter Bainbridge has recently been loaned some slides of 

the 1975 celebrations taken by Peter Rudd. He has scanned some of them and a selection 

are shown here. Most have taken on a greenish hue due to their age. They were all taken a 

little south of the station at Heighington, formerly known as Aycliffe Lane. All photos: Peter 

Rudd. 

 

The buildings on the right are the railway cottages now demolished. Just beyond Locomotion No.1 is 
the tavern built by the S&DR in 1826-7, but not licenced until 1829. The land between the former inn 
and the railway cottages was the S&DR’s coal and lime depot of 1825. Fragments of this remain in 
the former pub’s carpark.  
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LNER 2005 a little further south on the line with the S&DR railway cottages in the distance. Here the 
locomotive is in LNER apple green livery. This livery is not historically accurate, as the engine was 
built in 1949 after nationalisation and never had this livery when in service. It was repainted in BR 
lined black as No.62005 in the late 1990s and wears this livery to date; it is preserved at the North 
York Moors Railway 

Other photos from the cavalcade: 
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NEWS, NEWS, NEWS, NEWS, NEWS, NEWS…..  

 
 A draft Statement of Significance is finally out for the Locomotion Number One Public 

House at Heighington Station. It was prepared by Purcell and released for limited 
consultation in August. The Friends made some comments on the report content and it 
is hoped that options for the pub’s future use (and rescue) can now be fully considered. 

 A further draft of the S&DR interpretation strategy was issued for comment in late 
October and we have responded after discussion amongst the Trustees. This essential 
piece of work was originally due in early 2019 and we are concerned with how delayed 
it is. In our opinion an earlier draft in June was deeply flawed, not just with serious 
factual inaccuracies but in approach to the S&DR story. The revised draft is improved 
and contains some good ideas and comparative material to develop interpretation from, 
it is however in our opinion still both factually flawed and takes the wrong approach to 
certain aspects of the S&DR story. As this will inform much future work it needs to be 
right and have the support of all parties and in its current form we cannot support its 
adoption. We await a response to our comments and have offered our help in taking the 
matter forward. 

 With our help, WSC have completed the Access Audit and Delivery Plan. This maps the 
best present available routes for a walking and/or cycling route along the 26 miles of 
1825 mainline, and the steps needed to achieve the aspirational route for 2025. 

 Meetings have been held between the Friends and Richie Starrs (HAZ officer) and the 
newly appointed Historic England Stakeholder Engagement Officer John Walker to 
discuss how we take forward the community engagement and capacity building aspects 
of the HAZ business plan. As a result of this meeting, the Friends have been 
encouraged to submit an application in Spring 2020 for a four-year funded programme 
of work looking at supporting and developing education in its broadest sense for all 
ages and as part of this tackling heritage crime. 

 The Friends made a trip to Wylam by rail in October where they visited various sites 
relating to Hackworth, Stephenson and rail heritage. Thanks are due to the organisers 
Jane Hackworth-Young and John Raw and to those in Wylam who welcomed us 
including the National Trust and Cllr Colin Percy of Wylam Parish Council. The National 
Trust are commissioning a study to see how George Stephenson’s cottage can be 
reopened and be part of a wider rail heritage trail and have asked the Friends of the 
S&DR to be a consultee. 
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Left: The Forge at Wylam where Hackworth’s father worked. Right: Inside Stephenson’s Cottage 

 The Tees Valley Combined Authority (TVCA) have been restructuring how the S&DR 
project is managed with a streamlined Rail Heritage Board under which sit groups 
looking at conservation of the line and all it entails and also events of the bicentenary 
itself. The Friends have representation on all of these except for a sub-group looking at 
live steam. We are keen that we also have representation on this group and have put 
forward a request. 

 The Friends paid a third visit to Hitachi at Newton Aycliffe in August 2019. Photos 
courtesy of David Thompson. 

   
 

  
 
Brusselton Incline Group (BIG) News: 

 18 stone sleepers are now being stored near the Mason’s Arms in Shildon from 
Hamsterley where they had been stored in a field for some decades. The Brusselton 
Incline Group organised the removal of the sleepers and their thanks go to Rueben 
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Smith for donating these and to Michael Spence for collecting and delivering free of 
charge.  

 
 An offer of £600 grant aid has been received from the Brightwater Landscape 

partnership to assist with a survey of the Brusselton Reservoir. This belongs to Shildon 
Town Council who have generously also put £600 towards a survey undertaken by a 
conservation engineer. The survey has now taken. Following this, Brightwater have also 
made available grant aid for a conservation management plan to be written for the 
reservoir as part of a lease arrangement with the angling club. 
 

  

Left: Brusselton reservoir and engine house in the distance. Right: a newly flailed Busselton Incline 

 
 Walks were led along Brusselton Incline by Jane Hackworth-Young and John Raw as 

part of the national Heritage Open Days in September.  
 A flail was used to reduce the vegetation along the banks of Brusselton Incline in 

October. The results were very impressive and will be worth repeating in future years. 
 

 
Stockton Interest Group (SIG) News 
 

 Regarding the S&DR Yarm Branch, a study group had been established to: 
o help the collation of data to handle planning applications near the branch   
o to further recommendations to Stockton Council and Tees Archaeology 
o to consider a detailed illustrated history for publication 
o to promote interest in the Cleveland Bay, the coal cells and other historic 

structures 
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o to link with Historic England over scheduling etc. 
 Initial discussions have been held with Reuben Kench of Stockton Borough Council on 

the format of the 195th celebrations and looking forward to 2025 

 
 Work has continued to maintain the grounds around St. John’s Crossing.  

 
Etherley Incline Group (EIG) News: 

 Following the success of the Brusselton Incline Group (BIG) and the Stockton Interest 
Group (SIG) in recent times, we are pleased to announce the birth of the Etherley 
Incline Group (EIG).  The chief aim of the group is to ensure the well-being of the 
section of trackbed from source to the former St. Helen’s level crossing. Mary Smith, 
Marie Bloss and John Raw are currently the steering committee of this group.  The 
group are intending to hold full meetings in High Etherley in January. 
 

 

The source of the Stockton and Darlington Railway at Witton Park 

 Tom Walker has published a revised and bound version of his study into the Greeners 
of Etherley. Entitled ‘Three Greeners of Etherley and a model steam engine’ it updates 
his first version of the book from 2018 and has additional photographs. It is A4 in size 
and 64 pages long. The good news for the Friends, is that he will donate £5 to the 
Friends for every copy purchased direct from him. The book costs £10 plus £2 postage 
and packing and can be obtained from him at 38 Redlands Road, Reading, Berkshire, 
RG1 5HD and/or email him at tom@tmwalker.co.uk. 
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PLANNING NEWS AND VIEWS….. 

The following are active caseloads for our planning officer Ross Chisholm. It is our aim to 
ensure the preservation and enhancement of the remains of the S&DR and to keep its route 
open and undeveloped so that future access for a walking and or cycling route is possible 
and so that the extent of the route can still be appreciated in the landscape. 

Construction of shared footway/cycleway around extents of roundabout; Land to Rear 
of Arnold Road & Shelley Road (19/00983/DC), Darlington. 

This proposal relates to the replacement roundabout being constructed at Haughton Road.  
The path will form part of the S&DR walking and cycle route.  It will avoid having to cross 
Barton Street and Haughton Road at uncontrolled crossing points on the north side of the 
roundabout; instead, it will lead users of the route to the south of the roundabout and under 
the historic Arnold Road subway, once carrying the S&DR and now carrying Tornado Way. 
The Friends support the proposal (and the conversion to dual use of the footway) on the 
south side of Haughton Road, across Hundens Lane to a modified crossing at Vicarage 
Road.  This will provide an important link in the S&DR Walking and Cycle route being 
recommended by the consultants WSP appointed by the Rail Heritage Board. However, the 
submitted Preliminary Layout still does not show how the new path connecting Engine House 
Lane with Barton Street will meet the foot and cycle paths on the north side of Haughton 
Road. This is proposed as a loop in the S&DR route and it is important that the Layout shows 
details of how this will connect with the network of paths in the vicinity and how they will 
safely cross roads.  We repeat our concern that some unsignalled crossings may not be safe, 
especially where traffic emerges at speed from the roundabout. We also repeat our previous 
suggestion that the general appearance of the area between the path and the 
roundabout/Tornado Way and the ambience of the S&DR walking and cycle route would be 
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improved by tree planting which would soften the dominant impact of the highway as well as 
combating emissions from traffic on it and contributing to the ambitions of the Green 
Strategy. 

Land East Of Wards Industrial Estate Cleveland Street, Darlington; Change of use of 
land to a mixed use comprising Class B2 (General Industry) and Class B8 (Storage and 
Distribution), formation of 38 no. compounds enclosed by palisade fencing and 
construction of new estate road through site (Retrospective application) Heritage 
Impact Assessment received 29 October 2019. 

The Friends consider that the submitted Revised Heritage Statement is inadequate and fails 
to address the matters we recommended for attention in paragraphs 6 onwards of our 
objection submission. It is not compliant with the National Planning Policy Framework. We 
consider that there is a requirement to prepare a fuller and more accurate Heritage 
Statement and to carry out an archaeological investigation to test for survival of the S&DR 
trackbed and associated structures. However, the Friends are agreed that this may not be 
necessary if a revised layout is submitted removing the S&DR corridor from the developed 
area. This should be landscaped appropriately to protect any remains which may still exist 
beneath and to provide a setting for the line and its crossing of the Main Line. Otherwise the 
Friends remain of the view that the application should be refused, and appropriate 
enforcement action be taken. 

From the Delaware to the Danube 

Jonathan Ratcliffe 

While working on my previous article, Getting the World on Track (The Globe April 2019), I 
came across an article in the American Watchman & Delaware Advertiser, which had been 
reprinted from the Leeds Mercury. Rather than discussing American visitors to the Stockton & 
Darlington Railway the report instead was of an Austrian visitor. This article has led me on a 
journey from Delaware to the banks of the Danube, tracing the spread of railways abroad. 

The railway featured in the article ran between Gmunden, in Austria and České Budějovice, 
(then known as Budweis) in the modern-day Czech Republic. (Gerstner 1841) (Both of these 
towns were a part of the Austrian Empire at the time.) Known as the Moldau & Danube 
Railway, it was around eighty miles long and was opened in sections between 1827 and 
1836. The visitor, who remained un-named in the article, was the famous Austrian engineer 
Franz Anton Ritter von Gerstner, who was making a return trip to England in the winter of 
1826/27 to look at recent developments in English Railways. (Wikipedia Foundation 2019) 

The first 39 miles were opened in September 1827 shortly before the Saint-Étienne to 
Andrézieux railway was officially opened in October 1827. While Lewis in his book on early 
wooden railways claims the title of the first public railway in continental Europe for the Moldau 
and Danube Railway, the Saint-Étienne to Andrézieux railway had been carrying traffic since 
May 1827 several months before it’s official opening (Lewis 1974) making this claim highly 
debateable. Rock salt mined in the region of České Budějovice was to be the main source of 
traffic of the line and it was expected that this would provide £10,000 sterling worth of 
revenue annually for an initial investment of £110,000. (Delaware Advertiser 1827) 

The newspaper article discusses with some excitement the potential of the Moldau & Danube 
railway, noting that the development of the line will be “a great advantage to the populous 
market town of Linz and in many essential respects benefit the whole tract of country through 
which it passes.” (Delaware Advertiser 1827) Clearly the potential of railways for economic 
development along their routes had been recognised by early 1827. Tomlinson, in his History 
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of the North Eastern Railway noted that one of the Stockton & Darlington Railway’s most 
important contributions was to prove that the railway had the power to develop trade and 
prosperity where previously there had been none. (Tomlinson 1967) 

Von Gerstner wrote in 1841 how he had disagreed with the English engineers’ preference for 
a largely level, straight road between inclined planes hauled by stationary engines. With 
George Stephenson’s well-known use of this practice it is not inconceivable that he had 
spoken with Stephenson at this stage. Von Gerstner chose a different philosophy for his 
railway, taking his railway up steep slopes over 1500 feet above sea level by using tight 
curves to wind the line gently round the hillsides, he saw the railway’s place as a highly 
engineered turnpike road that followed the landscape through carefully surveyed routes. 
(Gerstner 1841) 

The severe curvature precluded the use of locomotives on the Stephenson model and led the 
line to be horse hauled (Hayes 2017) carrying both goods and passenger traffic. Von 
Gerstner made use of wrought iron strapped wooden rails, as Jervis did in the United States 
due to the large local supply of good quality timber (State 2011). Built to a gauge of 3’6”, the 
rails comprised pine or fir timbers of 6” width and 7” depth topped with a wrought iron strip 18’ 
long by 2” wide and 3/16” thick. The rails were fixed to cross timbers 6’ apart and laid on a 
gravel ballast (Lewis 1974). Like the Stockton & Darlington Railway the Moldau & Danube 
Railway also initially let the mineral & merchandise traffic to external contractors, later 
bringing it back in house. 

Subsequent to his 1826/27 visit Von Gerstner brought forward a proposal in February 1829 
for light locomotives to be adopted on some sections of the line. It appears that the principle 
of locomotive haulage had been proven to his satisfaction during his visit to the Stockton & 
Darlington Railway (Wikipedia Foundation 2019). The use of locomotives was declined by the 
directors of the line and Von Gerstner parted ways with the project (Gerstner 1841). 

Von Gerstner afterwards became the Engineer of the first railway in Russia, the St. 
Petersberg to Tsarkoe Selo Railway. (Gamst 1990) The first locomotive to run on this line 
was built at Hackworth’s Soho Works in Shildon to a Stephenson design. The locomotive was 
delivered to the railway by Timothy Hackworth’s 16 year old son, John Wesley Hackworth, 
his original passport from the trip now resides in the Railway Museum’s archive. (Young 
1975) This line was later extended by Major George Whistler who had also visited the 
Stockton & Darlington Railway on behalf of the Baltimore & Ohio railway in the 1820s as a 
young lieutenant. (Stover 1987). 

The newspaper article captures a snapshot of a period when the rest of the world is looking 
to the North East of England and specifically at the Stockton & Darlington Railway. The 
author writes that the railway has already been cemented as the “best means of 
communication hitherto invented.” (Delaware Advertiser 1827) There is also references to a 
developing national network of railway lines interconnecting the great manufacturing centres 
of England. The awareness of the need for a railway network that interconnects a nation is 
clearly present at this time having developed gradually from the writings of people, such as 
Thomas Gray at the beginning of the decade (Gray 1822) and develops through the 1820s. 

Von Gerstner was one of the foremost railway engineers of his day, writing a number of 
treatises including his magnum opus study of American railroads. Unfortunately, this was to 
be published posthumously as he caught pneumonia in the winter of 1839-40. He sadly 
succumbed to the illness on the 12th April 1840 in Philadelphia at the relatively young age of 
44 and was buried in the city’s Laurel Hill Cemetery by his second wife Clara. (Gamst 1990) 
Von Gerstner has been only a faint side note in English Railway history overshadowed by the 
Stephensons, Locke & Brunel. However, his influence in civil engineering on the European 
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continent was significant and he left one of the most important studies of the pioneering 
period of railroading in the United States. 
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MEMBERSHIP 

Membership renewal date is always the 27th September, 
2019.  Fees can be paid at any time if you have forgotten. Our 
membership numbers have increased since last year, but 
corporate membership remains the same. 
 
Our membership fees contribute towards our annual 
celebration events which raise the profile of the S&DR and 
they will be the Friends’ contributions towards any projects that 
we seek funding for and our activities. You will receive a PDF 
copy of The Globe and preferential invitations to events and 
S&DR related outings. For a copy of the membership form, or 
if you have any questions regarding membership, you can 
contact Peter Bainbridge, the Membership Secretary on: 

membership.SDR1825@virginmedia.com 
Peter Bainbridge, Membership Secretary 

EVENTS 

NRM Locomotion – Shildon 

Open daily 10.00-16.00 Free  

Guided tours every day 11.00 – 14.00 

Web site www. locomotion.org.uk 

 

Exhibition: One Billion Journeys – China’ s Railways 19 October 2019 – 17 March 2020 

 

Locomotion ‘O’ Gauge Group Gathering 14 December 2019 

 

Festive Fun (Crafts / Films / Afternoon Tea) 30 November 2019 – 5 January 2020 

 

Festive Weekends 7-8th, 14-15th and 21st-22nd December 2019 

 

Our current subs are:  

Under 18:  FREE 

Individual:  £15 

Unwaged/retired:  £10 

Joint: (2 adults at the 
same address)  

£24 

Corporate:  £50  

mailto:membership.SDR1825@virginmedia.com
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NRM – York 

Open daily 10.00-17.00 from 4 November 2019 Free  

Daily Talks / Turntable Demonstration / Steam Rides 

Web site www.railwaymuseum.org.uk 

 

Brass, Steel and Fire Exhibition – 26 September 2019 – 13 April 2020 

This exhibition reveals the love invested in models ranging from the precise to the peculiar through 100 years of 

rapid technological change. Free tickets are now available to book online. 

 

Head of Steam Museum – Darlington 

1st October 2019 to 31st March 2020 - Wednesday to Sunday 11am - 3.30pm 

£4.95 per visit or £10 Annual Membership 

Web site www.head-of-steam.co.uk 

 

Santa at the Station – 14 / 15 / 21 /22 December 2019 10.00-16.00 

 

Friends of the Darlington Railway Centre and Museum talks: 

Thursday 5th December 2019 Christmas Social 

 

Start the festive season by joining our Friends of Darlington Railway Centre for light refreshments, a not-too-

serious railway quiz and videos. 1.45pm in the Meeting Room. FREE to members of the Friends of Darlington 

Railway Centre and Museum, non-members welcome. 

 

Thursday 9th January 2020.  Museum Update.  Leona White-Hannant 

 

Saturday 8th February 2020.  G5 Locomotive Company.  Bernard Morris 

 

Thursday 5th March 2020.    Operating the National Collection.  Anthony Coulls 

 

Thursday 2nd April 2020.   A trip across the Border. Scotland Part 1.  Sam Woods 

 

All talks take place in the Meeting Room at the Head of Steam Museum, Station Road, Darlington starting at 

1.45 p.m. 

 

Preston Park Museum – Stockton 

Open daily Tuesday to Sunday 10.00-16.00 £5 for annual pass 

Web site www.prestonparkmuseum.co.uk 

No railway-focussed events advertised 

 

Tanfield Railway  

Check web site for opening times etc 

Web site www.tanfield-railway.co.uk 

 

Mince Pie Steam Specials - Thursday 26th & Sunday 29th December 2019 

 

North Yorkshire Moors Railway  

Check web site for opening times etc 

Web site www.nymr.co.uk 

 

Santa Specials – From 30 November 2019 

 

Steam hauled excursions to Whitby on Sunday 29th December 2019 & New Year's Day, Wednesday 1st 

January 2020. 

 

The Stephenson Locomotive Society  

http://www.tanfield-railway.co.uk/
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Check web site for further information 

Web site www.stephensonloco.org.uk 

 

Friday 6 December 2919 - Teesside (Middlesbrough) - Saltburn to Seal Sands – Part 1, Richard Barber  

 

Friday 13 December 2019 - Newcastle Upon Tyne - Christmas festivities - A seasonal social evening of 

contributions from members and friends including the John Morris Photographic Competition.  

 

Tuesday 17 December 2019 - Teesside (Coulby Newham) - Hartlepool’s railways, Stephen Frost 

 

Advertisement 

IMPORTANT NOTICE - Data Protection 

You may be aware that new rules covering the 

protection and use of personal data came into force 

on 25th May 2018. 

The Friends of the Stockton & Darlington Railway 

(FSDR) holds personal data for all of its members 

in the form of completed Membership Forms which 

incorporate Gift Aid information (where applicable), 

Membership Lists and on a computer database. 

The physical data together with the electronic data 

is stored at the home of the Membership Secretary.  

A copy of the electronic data is stored at the home 

of Treasurer and is regularly updated by the 

Membership Secretary.  All electronic data is stored 

on password protected computers.  

The data we hold consists of membership number, 

amount and date of last membership payment, 

name, address, telephone numbers and email 

addresses. We do not share this information with 

any other person or organisation. 

We use this data to communicate with you regarding the Annual General Meeting, monthly meetings, events 

and to deliver The Globe.  Members will receive an invitation when their membership is due for renewal.  There 

may be other occasions when we have to communicate with you. 

If your subscription is not renewed, the data is removed from our system once it no longer needs to be retained 

to meet statutory and other legal requirements. 

The Data Controller is the Membership Secretary & the Data Processor is the Webmaster. 

The above information forms the basis of FSDR’s Data Protection policy, full details of which can be found on 

our website.                Peter Bainbridge, Membership Secretary 
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The Stockton & Darlington Railway 

Opened in 1825 and running 26 miles between Witton Park in Co. Durham and Stockton via 

Shildon and Darlington, this is where the modern railway network was born. 

‘The Railway that got the World on Track!’ 

 

 

Walking the line at Locomotion. Do join us! 

The Friends of the Stockton & Darlington Railway was formed to bring together all those with an interest 

in the S&DR and to ensure that the 1825 line receives the recognition and protection it deserves. 

The Friends are working with local councils and partners to conserve and protect the original 1825 main 

and branch lines and associated structures. We seek international recognition for the Stockton & 

Darlington Railway as the birthplace of the modern railway. Our members also undertake research and 

fieldwork to make historic documents more accessible and we record surviving remains. We have 

produced seven self-guided walk booklets along the line which can be downloaded or purchased from 

our website. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


